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Choosing a Blog Platform 

One of the better choices I made while brainstorming and pondering the creation 

of Run Gainesville was to use the blogging platform WordPress, http://wordpress.com.  

Choosing a blogging platform is similar to car shopping in that, while you’re certainly 

looking for particular features, you must also be aware of the limitations of your potential 

choices.  I drew upon my past experience with two other blogging platforms, Blogger, 

http://www.blogger.com, and Tumblr, http://www.tumblr.com, as well as advice from 

fellow journalism students, to help me make the decision to use WordPress. 

 To understand exactly what you’re looking for in a blogging platform, you must 

also understand your own skills and limitations.  I knew that my knowledge of web 

design was at a basic to intermediate level.  I had been taught and had used both HTML 

and CSS before, but I would not have been confident in creating a web page or blog from 

scratch.  Therefore, I wanted to platform that would allow me the ability to use HTML or 

CSS if I so desired, but I knew that, for the most part, I would not be using those 

languages directly to create and program my blog.  WordPress allows its users the option 

to create blog posts using the WordPress interface, which has its own editing tools (text 

color, fonts, links etc.), and also has an “HTML” view, which allows the user to program 

with HTML directly.  Both interfaces allowed me to create and edit, sometimes 

drastically, the content of my blog with ease. 



 Furthermore, I expected Run Gainesville to be relatively heavy on media content, 

so I was looking for a platform that would support photo uploads as well as audio and 

video files. WordPress’ photo uploader and editor impressed me with its ease of use, but 

also its customizability.  Photos uploaded to WordPress can be easily rotated and size 

adjusted, and creating captions and titles for photos is simple.  Uploading video and audio 

directly to WordPress requires an upgrade purchase, but in avoiding that purchase I 

familiarized myself with two useful websites, YouTube and SoundCloud, respectively.  

WordPress allows me to post YouTube videos and SoundCloud audio files directly into 

my posts, bypassing the need to purchase an upgrade. 


